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Outline
ATLAS/CMS Optimal for Higgs Searches
Good, Hermetic Calorimetry: Missing ET Measurement, Jet Reconstruction up to |η| < 4.9.
Powerful Particle Identification
∼ 97% Muon Efficiency, Cleanest Identification
∼ 80% Electron Efficiency with Jet Rejection of 105
∼ 80% Photon Efficiency with Jet Rejection of 103
∼ 60% b Tagging Efficiency with Light Jet Rejection of 102 (Good Vertexing)
∼ 50% Hadronic τ Efficiency with Jet Rejection of 102
Excellent Electron, Photon and Muon Energy- and pT Resolution
Covered in this Talk
BSM Higgs Boson Searches in the MSSM
Measurement of Higgs Boson Properties
Results Based ‘Computing System Commissioning’ Studies (ATLAS)
and PTDR Vol.II (CMS)
(Unless Indicated Otherwise)
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Part I
MSSM Higgs Boson Searches
Outline
1 h/H/A→ µµ Searches
2 h/H/A→ ττ Searches
3 Charged Higgs Boson Searches
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The MSSM Higgs Sector
Supersymmetry Needs Two Higgs Doublets
→ Five Physical Higgs Bosons.
Two CP-even: h and H
One CP-odd: A
Two Charged: H±
At Born Level Higgs Sector Determined by Two Parameters
Mass of CP-odd Higgs Boson mA
Ratio VEV of the Two Higgs Fields tan β
Prediction mh < mZ
Large Loop Corrections Increase this to mh ' 130 GeV
Mass Degeneracy of At Least Two Neutral Higgs Bosons in
Larger Parts of Parameter Space
Light Neutral Higgs Bosons
Predominantly Produced in
- Gluon-Gluon Fusion for Low tan β
- bb Associated Production for High tan β
Mainly Decay to
- bb with BR∼ 90%
- ττ with BR∼ 10%
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MSSM bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ µµ – ATLAS
Scenario:
Branching Fraction h/H/A → µµ Highly Suppressed in Standard Model
Enhanced with tan β in MSSM
High Momentum Resolution and Identification Efficiency compensate for BR Suppression
Production Mechanism:
Direct Production: gg → h/H/A Dominant at Low tan β
Associated Production: bbh/H/A Dominant at High tan β
Background Contribution:
Dominant: Drell-Yan Z Production
With b-Tag Required:
Z+b-Jets and Z+Light Jets
tt¯ → bbµµνν (High Jet Activity/EmissT )
WW/ZZ Negligible (Low Cross Section)
Preselection:
Single-µ Trigger (Efficiency ε ≈ 95%)
Two Muons of Opposite Charge w/ pT > 20 GeV
Muon Isolation: ET (∆R = 0.4)/p
µ
T
< 0.2 (Suppression of t t¯)
EmissT < 40 GeV (Rejects t t¯ and WW )
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MSSM bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ µµ – ATLAS
Require 0/1 b-Tag:
1 b-Tagged Jet w/ pT > 20 GeV
Reduces Z+Light Jet Background







pJetT < 90 GeV
0 b-Jet Analysis
Z -Background Dominant
No Further Selection Cuts
Mass Window ∆m = mA ± 2 · σµµ
No b-Tag Requirement:
< 2 Jets w/ pT > 20 GeV in the Event
(Suppresses tt¯)
Remaining Topologies
0 Jets: Z Bckg. Dominant
1 Jet: tt¯ Important
→ Cut on µµ Acoplanarity
0 b-Tags 1 b-Tag
0 Jets 1 Jet
Estimation Z and tt¯ Background from Data
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MSSM bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ µµ – ATLAS
Systematic Uncertainties
Theoretical Uncertainties (Total: 17%)
Renormalization/Factorization Scale
gg → bbh/H/A: (20− 30)%
bbh/H/A: < 10%
PDF Uncertainties (MRST2002 → MRST2004): 14%
Experimental Uncertainties
Muon: Reconstruction Efficiency/Momentum Resolution and Scale
Jet: Energy Scale / Resolution Uncertainty
b-Tagging: Efficiency / Light Jet Rejection
Discovery Potential and Exclusion Limit
)2 (Gev/cAm






















>=1 b−jet, With exp. systematics
>=1 b−jet, Theoretical uncertainty
0 b−jets, With exp. systematics


























>=1 b−jet, No systematics
>=1 b−jet, With systematics
0 b−jets, No systematics
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bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ ττ → hadhad – CMS
Trigger:
Single OR Double τ Trigger
Double τ Tagging
Event Selection:
EτT > (50/100/150) and 50 GeV for
mA = (200/500/800) GeV
τ Identification
- Tracker Isolation
- pltrT > 50 GeV
- 1 or 3 Tracks (Only 1 for high mA) - Opposite Charge
Exactly 1 b-Tagged Jet w/ ET > 20 GeV
Background:
QCD Multi-Jet Background Dominant
Systematic Uncertainties:
EmissT and Jet Energy Scale
Tracker Misalignment → τ Fakes from QCD
Measurement of QCD Bckgr. from Data (SS vs. OS) –
∼ (5− 20)% Systematic Uncertainty
Discovery Reach:
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bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ ττ → (e/µ)had – CMS
Trigger:
e+Jet Final State:
Single e OR Single e+τ Jet
µ+Jet Final State:
Single µ @L1
Single µ OR Single µ+τ Jet @HLT
Selection:
µ+Jet Final State:
- pltrkT > 10(20) GeV for 1 (3) Track τ -Jets
- 1 b Tagged Jet (ET > 20 GeV)
- mT (µ, E
miss
T ) > 60 GeV
(Reduces tt¯, Wt, and W+Jets Bckgr.)
- Cut on EHCAL/pltrk
- Angle φ(pT , E
Jet
T )
- Central Jet Veto (ET > 20 GeV)
e+Jet Final State:
- Electron Isolation
- Ehadronic/Eelm < 0.2
- ESuperCluster/ptrack < 0.2
- Dedicated Cuts to Suppress Z/γ∗ , tt¯, W+jets
and QCD
H/A → ττ → µ + τ+Jet
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bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ ττ → (e/µ)had – CMS
Discovery Potential for µ had (left) and e had (right)
Low mA Range: Discovery Possible Already at Low tan β
High mA Range: Challenging Even for High tan β
ATLAS Study for lep-had and had-had Ongoing
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bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ ττ → eµ4ν – Inclusive Analysis – ATLAS
 / GeVvisM
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 L dt = 1fb∫
 = 200 GeVAM
 = 30βtan
Analysis:
Aiming at Early Data Taking Period (No b-Tagging)
Contribution to Production Cross Section from Direct- and
Associate Production.
Reconstruction of Visible Mass
Preselection:
Trigger: Electron/Muon Trigger
Zero Jets with pT > 20GeV
Selection Results:
(Cross Section (in pb) for mA = 130GeV and tan β = 45)
Systematic Uncertainties:
Z → ττ Assumed to be 10%
Other Backgrounds (WW, t t¯): 30%
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bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ ττ → eµ4ν – Inclusive Analysis – ATLAS
Significance as a Function of tan β
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Discovery and Exclusion Limits as a Function of Integrated Luminosity
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bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ ττ → 2`4ν – Exclusive Analysis – ATLAS
Analysis: (All Leptonic Final States Considered)
Triggered on Leptons (e/µ)
At Least on b-Tagged Jet
(→ No Contribution from Direct Production)
mττ Using Collinear Approximation
Selection:
(Cross Section (in pb) for mA = 130GeV and tan β = 20)
Results:
Low mA Range: Z → ττ Dominant Bckg.

















































































































































































Z → ττ Background Shape and Normalization
Estimated from Data
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bb h/H/A, h/H/A→ ττ → 2`4ν
Discovery Potential and Exclusion Limits:
 / GeVAm















ATLAS −1=14 TeV, 30 fbs
No Systematic Uncertainties
 scenariomaxhm lep−lep→ττ→bb h/H/A
 / GeVAm

















ATLAS −1=14 TeV, 30 fbs
 scenariomaxhm
 lep−lep→ττ→bb h/H/A
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Charged Higgs Boson Searches
Production and Decay:
m
H+ < mt : t → H





H+ > mt : gb → tH
+, H+ → tb
gg/gb → t[b]H+ → bqq[b]τhadν
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Charged Higgs Boson Searches – Light Mass (I) – ATLAS
t → bH+ → bτhadν t → bqq:
High Cross Section × Branching Fraction
Main Backgrounds:










EmissT > 30 GeV
Anti-QCD Cuts:
W/t Mass Reconstruction




Against Dominant tt¯ Background
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Charged Higgs Boson Searches – Light Mass (II) – CMS
t → bH+ → bτhadν t → b`ν:
Main Backgrounds:
tt¯ → WbWb with one W → `ν




≥ 3 Jets (1 b tagged)
τ Jet
(ET > 40 GeV and p
track/Eτ > 0.8)
Charge: Q(`) + Q(τ) = 0







tan β > 50: Up to almost mt
All tan β: For mH+ < 130 GeV
2
,GeV/c+HM













 = -1000 GeV/cµ
2
 = -200 GeV/cµ
2
 = 200 GeV/cµ
2
 = 1000 GeV/cµ
-1CMS, 30 fb νντ → ±, H± tbH→pp 
2
 = 175 GeV/ctm
 scenariomaxhm
2
 = 1 TeV/cSUSYM
2
 = 200 GeV/c2M
SUSY = 0.8 Mgluinom
SUSY = 2 MtX
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Charged Higgs Boson Searches – Light Mass (III) – ATLAS
t → bH+ → bτlepν t → bqq:
Event Characteristics:
Isolated Lepton from τ Decay
Large EmissT
Main Background: SM t t¯ Selection:
p`T > 5 GeV
EmissT > 120 GeV
≥ 4 Jets (pT > 40 GeV (2 b-Tags)
Reconstruction:
W Mass Reconstruction
Assignment of b Jet
Angular Correlation
Jet Charge
100 GeV < m(thad) < 300 GeV
tt¯ Suppression:







Transverse W Mass mTW
Statistical Significance:
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Lepton from W Decay
2 Reconstructed W s (Tops)
Event Selection: 3 (4) b-Tags
One Muon w/ pT > 20 GeV
≥ 5(6) Jets with pT > 25 GeV
3(4) b-Tags
Kinematic Fit w/ Mass Constraint for W and t
Likelihood to Suppress Combinatorial Background
3 b-Tags: Likelihood to Suppress t t¯ + X
4 b-Tags: b Discriminator
Discovery Reach:
Even Assuming Low Systematic Uncertainties:
Almost no Sensitivity in MSSM Space
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Charged Higgs Boson Searches – Combined Results
CMS and ATLAS Discovery Contours in the MSSM (mmaxh Scenario)
2
,GeV/cAM
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≤ mt : Will be Covered at LHC
(Even Though High Luminosities Integrated Might be Needed)
M
H+ > mt : Sensitivity Only for High tan β
(ATLAS: Low-mA/Low-tan β Region Has Limited MC Statistics)
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Part II
Measurement of Higgs Boson Properties
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Measurement of the Higgs Boson Width – CMS
h/H/A → µµ:
Natural Higgs Boson Width Comparable to mµµ Resolution O(few MeV)
→ Possibility of Direct Measurement of Higgs Boson Width
Higgs Boson Width is Function of tan β
→ Sensitivity to tan β for mA ≥ 150 GeV
Measurement:
Fit mµµ Distribution (Voigtian)
Correct for Mass Resolution
Correct for Not-Perfect Mass Degeneracy of mA and mH
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Measurement of the Higgs Boson Mass
Standard Model Higgs Boson
Use H → γγ or H → ZZ → 4`
Measure Invariant Mass Peak
Precision: 0.1% for mH < 400 GeV
Systematics Dominated by Knowledge of Energy Scale
Non-Standard Model Higgs Boson
Coupling to Z and W Suppressed
Reconstruction in H → bb, H → ττ (Collinear Approximation), H → WW (Transverse Mass)
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Measurement of Spin/CP of the Higgs Boson
Observation of gg → H or H → γγ Excludes
Spin-1
For mH > 200 GeV Study Spin/CP from
H → ZZ → 4`
Exclusion can be deduced from θ and φ
Distributions
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Measurement of Higgs Boson Couplings
The rate for H → xx is given by (Intermediate Mass Range – Narrow Width Approximation)







At Hadron Colliders Not All Decay Modes Observable
Only Ratios of Couplings Measurable
Global Likelihood Fit at Each Possible Higgs Mass
Input: Measured Rates for Each Production Mode
Output: Couplings Normalized to WW Coupling
(Almost) Model-Independent Approach
(Phys Rev D70,113009,2004)
Allows for Extraction of Absolute Couplings
Perform General Fit Assuming ΓV ≤ Γ
SM
V
Measured Γ(H → VV ) Puts Upper Bound Total Higgs Width
Fitting Procedure Similar to Model Independent Approach
Additional Assumption:
No Non-SM Particles in H → γγ and gg → H.
SM Couplings for W/Z
 [GeV]Hm





























 L dt=2*30 fb∫
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 L dt=2*300 fb∫
-1WBF: 2*100 fb
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Conclusion
MSSM Higgs Boson Discovery Potential and Measurement of
Higgs Boson Properties have been Reviewed
MSSM Discovery Potential:
h/H/A → µµ:
- Discovery Possible for mA ∼ 150 GeV and Medium tan β (∼ 30)
- For Higher mA Large tan β Required
h/H/A → ττ :
- Mass Range up to mA = 800 GeV Covered
- High Higgs Boson Masses Need High tan β
Charged Higgs:
H+ → τν Prime H+ Discovery Channel in MSSM
H+ → tb Does Not Have Discovery Sensitivity
Light H+ Mass: Sensitive up to Masses Close to mt
High H+ Mass: High Luminosity Needed and Medium tan β Range not Covered
Measurement of Higgs Boson Properties:
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